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3 Vintage classics are back. Look forward to the past \Yith
CatEy<.--s, aviators and clubman suns.
4 Faux me once. The hint of uclips" lends the look of trendy
layered lenses without the hassle oF complex removable pieces.
5 Be a shape·shifter. Shop around for silhouettes to switch
into any style.

tradition with understated insiAnia free from blaring brand
names or desij!ner-restricted opinions.
7 Swap out suns to access an}' personal identity. Patterned
temples, etched. embellished, studded fronts, ornamented
temple tips, theatrical lens shapes and imaginative tints
make for the ultimate in accessorizing.
8 The hinge is where it alJ comes together wirh ruuuer
stoppers, scrcwlcss options, intertwined metals and hinge·
hidden insignias.
9 Give aod rake. Douule the sun for protection and a
purpose with brands offcrinl! shades that j!ivc back, sending
sunglasses to someone in need for every frame sold.
1 0 Low base curve lenses are becoming Oat out fashionable
for sunglasst""S. a trend that instantly differentiates any
silhouette.

-Breanna Benz
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2 AU teched out. \X'ater-floatin~ frames, vented lenses,
space-age polycarbonate, biodegradable and multi-layered
materials ... if you think you "ve seen all sun has to offer,
think af!9in.

6 Opticals own sunwear brands scamlessly fi.tse lonA standing

For sunwear, d istinctive trends
and developments continue
emerging as social sharing, tech,
celebrity coverage and new
materials gain sun's inexhaustible
exposure. You' re the gatekeeper
between d istressing drugstore
shades and a sunny spectrum of
optical shop upgrades-rise to
the occasion of selling sunwcar
that speaks to every consumer.

from top: I VATIK 10 43 from WesiOrovpe;
TAKUM I 959 from A sp ex lyew e or;
RCf206 from Revolu tion lyew e or;
AIRMAO AP6414 from Cloriti lyeweor;
SALVATORI FIRRAOAMO 1375P f rom
Morchon lyewear

1 Sun trends can chan~c in a flash. This season, look to
revived Aash and mirrored lenses to add excitement to
basic sun styles with a spark of cyc·catchin~: colors.
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1 from tech touches to the most outrageously engineered
materials, sport and sun are on the same team.
2 Children's eyes are uniquely susceptible ro rhe sun, so get a
commitment from parents to consistently keep their kids covered
outdoors. Many companies offer full protection in jusr-right sizes
branded with a cast of characters and colors little eyes will adot-e.
3 Celebrities, models and sports stars have become their
own paparazzi. sharing streer sryle snaps of themselves
instantaneously to an audience who sees the suns that stardom
has to offer. Be ready with the right shades in stock by
following along on Facebook, T\\~tter and Instagram, including
20/20's own on-the-pulse platforms @2020mag.

6 Inexpensive sunwear options are available around every
corner, on d rugstore countertops and in discount clothing
shops. Inspire patients to see the necessity in buying from an
opt ical expert because true sun protect.ion comes at a price
worth paying.
7 Sun isn "t a summer-only service. Promote sun safety
year-round and dedicate dispensary space to sunglasses,
sun lenses and sun-centered POP every single season.
8 It pays to play. Any open-air activity demands proper
sun shades: find common ground with patients on outdoor
explorations and games to keep them outfitted for every
altitude and adventure.
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4 There's a bright future for sunwear and science as wearable
tech becomes n reality. Stay up-to-date on state-of-the-art
suns like Goop.le Glass.

9 Sell a collector on something special, and you'IJ have
created a perpetua.l purchaser in tunc to new additions
and automatically loyal to your offerings.

5 Sunglasses can be a simple buy-in for brand lovers seeking

1 0 Sun wear provides style-shy J!UYS the perfect entry point

the stamp of their favorite label.

to a polished look.
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